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Notes

THE LAW SCHOOL

One hundred and sixty-five students enrolled in the law school this year. Thirty-four are Seniors; forty-four are Middlers; fifty-eight are Juniors; and twenty-nine are elective students taking work in the law school and in the college.

Of the one hundred and thirty-six students, other than electives, one hundred and seventeen are college graduates representing thirty-three different colleges. Two others have had four years of college training and have completed all the work required for a degree; two have had three years college work and will receive their college degrees upon completion of the first year's law work; four have had one year's work; and eleven have no college credits.

Thirty-seven counties and eighty-two Pennsylvania towns and cities are represented. Dauphin County has the largest representation, nineteen; Luzerne is second with seventeen; and Lackawanna is third with fourteen. Of the towns and cities, Harrisburg has the largest representation, seventeen; Altoona and Reading are each represented by nine students, and Philadelphia by eight.

There are twenty-six graduates of Dickinson College enrolled and twenty-nine students of the college are taking courses in the law school. Nineteen Pennsylvania colleges and fourteen other colleges are represented by graduates.
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